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Abstract—The increasing security concerns in Internet-of-

Things (IoT) have led the researchers to evolve up with multiple 

levels of the research-based solution towards identifying and 

protecting the lethal threats. After reviewing the existing 

literature, it is found that existing approaches are highly specific 

toward stopping threats via predefined threat information. 

Hence, the proposed system introduces a new computational 

model capable of building up a flexible validation model for 

evaluating the legitimacy of the IoT nodes. The proposed system 

develops an algorithm that uses a simplified generation of secret 

keys, performs encryption, and generates validation tokens to 

ensure a higher degree of privacy and data integrity. The 

proposed model also contributes towards a unique energy 

allocation approach to ensure better energy conservation while 

performing security operations. The simulated study outcome 

shows better security and data transmission performance 

compared to the existing scheme. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) offers more extensive coverage of 
different connected physical objects or machines, which are 
also known as things linked to a broader version of the 
network, i.e.,the internet [1]. Such physical objects are 
contributed by various technologies, software, hardware, 
actuators, and sensors, mainly with the objective of data 
transmission over the internet [2]. Data plays a significant role 
in IoT as this concept has evolved by integrating multiple 
technologies, e.g., automation, control system, wireless sensor 
network, ubiquitous computing, analytics, artificial intelligence 
[3]. This concept mainly targetsdeveloping a smart city by 
enabling more extensive connections of multiple and different 
types of machines. This causes a severe and increasing threat to 
security and privacy issues. There are various security concerns 
in the IoT environment connected explicitly with IoT devices 
and exchanged data. The first problem is its existing protection 
mechanism based on weaker password forms typically hard-
coded and embedded within the device [4]. The second 
practical problem is associated with insufficient compliance of 
IoT devices manufacturers, which leads to insecure transfer 
and storage of data, usage of older operating environment and 
software, absence of robust updating mechanism, issues related 
to hardware, and hard-coded password. The next problem is 
related to a significantly lesser extent of awareness within the 
users, making the user morevulnerable in threat detection. 

Problems also exist due to the usage of insecure firmware. Due 
to this issue, the system suffers from brief downtime when the 
data is stored outside the cloud environment by the IoT device 
while performing updating operations. The existing physical 
devices are not secured from the external threat, which is not 
defined by the firewall system. Moreover, it is not feasible to 
imply a sophisticated security protocol running within the 
smart appliances or IoT devices due to their limitation of 
resource constraints and processing capability constraints.  The 
usage of botnets by the attacker can significantly affect many 
IoT devices connected. Hence, during Distributed Denial-of-
Service attacks in IoT, many connected appliances can be 
adversely affected. Apart from this, eavesdropping, industrial 
espionage, hijacking are some of the potential threats in IoT 
that have not yet met the robust security solution. There are 
various dedicated research-based solutions to deal with security 
concerns in IoT [5]-[9]. The conventional security solution of 
an IoT depends on Secure Socket Layer, Transport layer 
security, Datagram Transport Layer Solution, Quick UDP 
internet connection, secure MQTT, IP Sec [10]. 

Therefore, the research problem of proposed study is to 
address the limitation of conventional security scheme that 
may offer resistance but fails to offer full-proof validation of 
intention of any threat in large scale deployment over IoT. This 
problem is computationally challenging to implement whereas 
there is an increasing evolution of network devices as well as 
smart appliance for accessing services over IoT. Hence, this 
acts as motivating factor towards security for IoT 
devices.Therefore, this manuscript offers a solution to this 
issue by presenting a unique and lightweight validation scheme 
designed, unlike any existing approach. The prime objective of 
the proposed solution is to develop a computational framework 
that can perform secure validation towards securing all forms 
of IoT devices.The proposed model can identify the malicious 
intention of IoT nodes and offers a simplified encryption 
mechanism to mitigate the undefined threat in IoT. The paper 
also contributes to a novel energy computation scheme that 
compliments secure validation. The organization of the 
proposed paper is as follows: Section II discusses different 
taxonomies of existing security validation in IoT, followed by 
outlining research problems in Section III. Section IV discusses 
proposed research methodology while algorithm design is 
discussed in Section V. Section VI presents discussion while 
Result evaluation is illustrated in Section VII, while conclusive 
remarks are stated in Section VIII. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

At present, various schemes contribute towards security 
validation associated with identifying IoT devices while 
performing data forwarding. 

 Blockchain-based Approaches: Blockchain is 
increasingly used in the majority of existing security 
approaches. The work presented by Hosen et al. [11] 
used context-aware blockchain validation. The 
approach also uses a software-defined network in the 
form of middleware to better control security operations 
in IoT. Banerjee et al. [12] have developed a 
blockchain-based authentication mechanism 
considering the key agreement protocol. The model is 
used in an implantable device that makes secure 
communication with the servers in the cloud. 
Blockchain is also reported to carry out authentication 
of cross-domain in IoT, as witnessed in the work of Ali 
et al. [13]. The researcher has presented a decentralized 
scheme for delegating permission and offer control over 
the structure of IoT. Further, the scheme also facilitates 
validating the local blockchain using the proof-of-
Authentication and Integrity mechanism. 

 Key Management-based Approaches: This is the most 
frequently used security scheme in IoT, where the 
emphasis is all about generation, storage, updating of 
secret keys among IoT devices. The computational 
model presented by Wang et al. [14] has presented a 
validation scheme for certificates used in IoT nodes. 
The prime idea is to assess the trust factor of IoT nodes. 
Xia et al. [15] have used a chaotic map to develop a key 
management scheme for authentication. The validation 
is carried out using informal security analysis along 
with the real-or-random model. Park et al. [16] have 
emphasized developing independent verification 
systems to offer untraceability and anonymity. 

Further, the study has also used Burrows-Abadi-Needham 
logic to establish a secure bridge for mutual authentication 
servers and IoT devices. Shim et al. [17] have presented a 
study to assess a validation scheme towards anonymity issues 
in IoT. This security scheme is focused on the certificate's 
signature scheme to resist attacks towards secret keys and 
public keys. Another key-based protocol for validation is 
constructed by Saleem et al. [18], mainly targeting secure 
communication among cloud servers, roadside units, fog 
servers, and vehicles. Mahmood et al. [19] have developed key 
management based on distributed multiparty to carry out a 
compelling validation of nodes in IoT. The technique makes 
use of a chaotic map along with an on-way hashing approach 
for securing keying operation among all the core nodes and 
trusted servers. Public-key encryption and its different variant 
are witnessed to cover the IoT devices from most known 
threats. Such adoption of logic was reported in He and 
Zeadally [20],where elliptical curve encryption is used while 
validating RFID devices in IoT. The study outcome has found 
its security suitability on healthcare applications mainly. The 
work discussed by Yang et al. [21] has emphasized achieving 
forward secrecy in order to protect the session keys. For this 
purpose, a dynamic session key is presented,strengthening the 

credential management system in industrial-based IoTwithout 
any dependencies towards using primitives of public-key 
encryption. 

 Policy-based Authentication:This scheme constructs a 
predefined policy to resist security threats. The security 
model of Banerjee et al. [22] has used a hashfunction 
with a defined security policy for offering validation for 
the regular/malicious IoT nodes. The study has also 
used a logical operator (bitwise exclusive OR) andan 
unclonable security function to compliment the device 
security. A similar approach of validation was also 
presented by Yanambaka et al. [23]. Existing studies 
have reported the usage of the message authentication 
scheme in order to construct a security policy in order 
to stop forgeability attacks in IoT. The model developed 
by Li et al. [24] has used identity-based encryption 
using signatures to strengthen privacy in IoT 
communication. 

 Trust-based Security: These schemes are mainly meant 
for trust computation for ensuring the validation of IoT 
nodes. Rani et al. [25] have used game theory in order 
to evaluate trust in IoT. The work of Azad et al. [26] 
has used homomorphic encryption for securing the trust 
score in a decentralized manner. Xia et al. [27] have 
implemented a scheme for storage security using the 
trust factor to control accessibility. Almogren et al. [28] 
have used fuzzy logic for resisting Sybil attack and 
thereby developed a trust management scheme. The 
existing system has also witnessed other trust-related 
schemes by Truong et al.[29], Awan et al.[30], Fang et 
al.[31], Awan et al. [32], Wang et al. [33], Han et al. 
[34], etc. 

 Unique Approaches: The work carried out by Amato et 
al. [35] has presented a unique technique based on 
workflow languages as well as semantics used for 
validating the inbuilt security characteristic of IoT 
devices. Another unique approach is presented by Ko 
etal. [36], where a validation scheme is designed using 
a tree that connects with variable security services with 
signature. The model assists the user in carrying out 
validation of the genuine sources anda relationship with 
the server. The existing system has also witnessed 
usinga cross-layer-based approach to offer an 
authentication scheme in IoT. The study carried out by 
Lee et al. [37] is mainly towards validation of user over 
physical layer as well as implementing encryption for 
large scale IoT deployment.  The study makes use of 
the physical attributes in order to carry out preemptive-
based authentication. Another unique approach 
witnessed in security validation in IoT is based on a 
group-based scheme, as witnessed in Aydin et al. [38]. 
The study has mainly targeted to resist man-in-middle 
attacks and replay attacks.The protocol also emphasized 
energy saving while carrying out group-based 
validation of many IoT nodes in a decentralized 
scheme. 

The prominent research gap is existing approaches doesn’t 
offer lightweight encryption supportive of decentralized 
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environment in IoTwith biased attacker identification policy. 
The next section outlines the problems associated with existing 
approaches and their methods towards validation. 

III. LIMITATION / RESEARCH PROBLEM 

From the prior section, it has been seen that there are 
various approaches towards secure validation of an IoT device. 
After analyzing existing literature, apart from a valuable 
perspective in its security method and outcomes, there are also 
exploratory studies towards the limiting factors. This section 
outlines the limiting factors associated with the existing 
scheme as follows: 

 Issues of decentralization: To offer more security 
coverage to large-scale IoT deployment, it is necessary 
to ensure the security scheme is decentralized. 
However, existing blockchain and key agreement-based 
schemes using a trust are more on a centralized security 
scheme and very much less towards decentralized 
implications. However, some work has used 
decentralized schemes, emphasizing delay control is not 
witnessed in existing schemes. 

 Usage of Sophisticated Encryption: The encryption 
scheme is majority iterative and uses complex 
mathematical operations to ensure a better trapdoor 
function. However, the existing usage of encryption is 
quite voluminous, which will introduce a computational 
burden while trying to transmit data over the dense and 
more extensive network in IoT. Apart from this, 
sophisticated encryption will also saturate the resources 
to a higher level, and it is unlikely for the resource-
constrained IoT nodes to sustain a more extended data 
transmission period. 

 Unstructured Communication Scheme:The majority of 
existing secure data transmission scheme in IoT permits 
the data being captured from IoT nodes and directly 
forward to the gateway node. Such schemes offer 
higher resource fluctuation and challenge to control 
threats in case of multiple attackers in IoT. The impact 
of threat also becomes maximum. Such schemes cannot 
offer resistance from distributed denial of service 
attacks and man-in-middle attacks for large-scale 
deployment in IoT. 

 Biased Identification Policies: Existing schemes are 
developed considering apriori information about 
attackers. Even the assessment is carried out using the 
same attackers. Such schemes will offer protection only 
from a predefined set of attackers and will never be able 
to identify if the attacker changes its strategy differing 
from what is coded within the firmware of the IoT 
nodes. A malicious node eventually does not attack 
when introduced in the environment; hence, existing 
security validation techniques will fail to identify 
dynamic attackers. The key management techniques are 
developed on an equal basis where there are fewer 
options for offering multi-stage encryption with a 
lightweight operation. 

Apart from the above-stated problems, the existing scheme 
is not meant to cover up a set of integrated IoT attacks over a 
large scale. Apart from this, there is less consideration of 
resources used during validation during secure transmission. 
Therefore, the problem statement is "Developing a secure 
validation approach considering dynamic attack balancing with 
resource demands is challenging computational task in IoT." 
The next section outlines the solution towards this problem. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The proposed methodology addresses the limitation of 
existing approaches presented in prior section. The issues of 
decentralization is solved by presenting a lightweight 
encryption operation supportive of decentralized environment 
in IoT. The limitation of usage of sophisticated encryption is 
solved by parallel assessment of energy along with generation 
of secret key. The problem of unstructured communication 
scheme is addressed by developing a specific topology of an 
IoT which organization device and its respective 
communication with a gateway node. The problem of biased 
identification policies is addressed by performing secure 
modelling of local and global IoT. Local IoT would mean a 
network with a single application, while global IoT would 
mean forming a centralized network with multiple (and 
diverse) applications. Therefore, the proposed system uses a 
domain-based communication system where the domain will 
refer to a particular local IoT device where a heterogeneous 
domain performs its communication via a gateway node. 
Initially, simple modelling is being carried out by defining 
actors in local IoT (datacenter, target IoT, sensors) and global 
IoT (network of all the datacenters). A novel authentication 
mechanism is presented among all the possible actorsresiding 
within the local and global IoT domain by incorporating 
challenge and response-based approaches. A sophisticated 
validation module will be designed to validate the legitimacy 
of the requestor node. The research methodology adopted is 
analytical-based, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Tentative Research Methodologies for Phase-II. 

The proposed system will formulate an algorithm for 
ensuring both forward and backward secrecy to safeguard the 
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presented authentication framework for any possible threats. 
The system will use cipher-text-based encryption and novel 
energy computation to strengthen the authentication 
mechanism with lower resource consumption. The novelty of 
this model is its validation process which is meant to mitigate 
dynamic threats in large-scale IoT more effectively and in a 
decentralized manner to offer more security coverage. The next 
section discusses algorithm design and implementation towards 
the model. 

V. ALGORITHM DESIGN 

The primary concern of the proposed system is to construct 
a unique validation scheme that could be used for assessing the 
authenticity of the IoT nodes. Owing to the last deployment 
scenario in an IoT, it is required to ensure that this scheme 
should also be resourced efficiently, balancing with the 
security demands. The proposed algorithm performs this dual-
task in combining the security features with resource efficiency 
features. The steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows: 

Algorithm for Resource-Efficient Validation Scheme 

Input: n, A, s, e, p 

Output:vtok, E 

Start 
1. init n, A, s, e, p 

2. For i=1:n 

3.      nmemmsk 

4.      [d, e, n]f1(msk, NP) 

5.      ncore=Aix(Gi(r<Ti)) 

6.      [v, ix]argmin(dist) 

7.      [vtok]f2(msg, enci, ni) 

8.      Etx=f3(dist, PL*cm) 

9.      E(ncore(i)]E(ncore(i))-Etx 
10. End 

End 

The algorithm takes the input of n (IoT nodes), A 
(simulation area), s (gateway node), e (initialized Energy), p 
(probability of core IoT node) that upon processing yields and 
outcome of vtok (generation of validation token) andE 
(computed Energy). The proposed algorithm initializes a 
master key msk and allocates it to a structured memory system 
nmem of a node (Line-3). The next essential step of the proposed 
algorithm is to apply a customized function f1(x), responsible 
for carrying out a secret key generation. The internal steps of 
f1(x) are as follows: The function takes the input of master key 
msk, and nearest prime number NP and it generates three 
attributes memory structure of decryption d, memory structure 
of encryption e, and IoT nodes n (Line-4). Following are 
further steps: 

 The IoT nodes n is computed by-product of master key 
msk and nearest prime number NP. 

 An internal security attribute is constructed Φ, 
computed as Φ=(msk-1)(NP-1). 

 The greatest common divisor is computed concerning 
random numbers for NP and obtained internal security 
attribute Φ. 

 The value of this scheme is obtained by applying the 
modulus of the product of d and e and Φ. 

The obtained information of attributes d, e, and n are 
further updated in the memory systems, accessed by legitimate 
IoT devices on a memory-sharing basis. In order to offer better 
control of the communication in large-scale IoT device 
deployment, the proposed system introduces a threshold-based 
provisioning scheme for the selection of core IoT nodes 
ncore(Line-5). The proposed mathematical expression of this 
threshold is as follow: 

𝑇 =
𝑝

∆𝑝
. ∆𝐸              (1) 

In the above expression (1), three dependable parameters 
are used in computation, i.e., p, Δp, and ΔE. The first 
variable,p, represents the probability that one of the IoT 
devices will be provisioned as a core IoT node authorized to 
forward the data to the gateway node. The second variable Δp 
represents (1-p(|1/p|)).E/Einit, where E and Einit represent total 
and initialized Energy, respectively. The selection of core IoT 
node ncore is selected considering matrix Aix which retains all 
active nodes with E more than zero and any candidate IoT node 
randomly selected number less than Ti (Line-5). It should be 
noted that the variablesT and Ti are different as the former is 
represented by mathematical expression (1) while the latter is 
represented as Ti=E(Gi). It will mean that Ti is the threshold 
considered for all the randomly selected candidate nodes Gi 
which has sufficient residual Energy. The next task is to 
compute the distance dist between all the candidate IoT devices 
with the core IoT device (Line-6). The proposed system 
computes the minimum distance and obtains its value v and 
coordinates ix (Line-6). The variable ix is further used for 
updating the core IoT device. The next part of the algorithmic 
step is to perform encryption using an explicit function f2(x). 
Following are the internal operation of this encryption 
function: 

 The function f2(x) takes the input of message msg, 
encryption attribute enci, and IoT device ni, which 
yields an outcome of validation token vtok (Line-7).  

 The first step is to compare the length of the message 
msg with the unit value. If it is found more than the unit 
value, then the size of the message is reduced to 32 bit. 

 A simplified encoding is carried out for the encrypted 
attributed enci by converting decimal to binarized value.  

 The function further compares the value of obtained 
encoded value from the prior step with the unit value. If 
the size of the encoded value is found more than the 
unit value, then it further put forward a condition where 
the value of the encoded attribute is equated to the unit 
value. The coefficient c is computed as, 

𝑐 = |(𝑐2, 𝑛) ∗ 𝑚𝑠𝑔, 𝑛|, c=1            (2) 

𝑐 = |(𝑐2, 𝑛)|              (3) 

The expression (2) is implemented if the encoded value is 
equal to the unit value, while expression (3) is implemented if 
the encoded value equals zero. The outcome, by either 
condition, generates coefficient c, which is a validation token 
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vtok (Line-7). This completes the operation of the proposed 
encryption.After the encryption is carried out, the next 
emphasis is given to control the energy dissipation. The 
proposed system implements the final function f3(x), which 
mainly targets to reduce the dissipated Energy while forwarded 
the encrypted data from the core IoT nodes to the gateway 
node (Line-8). Following are the internal steps being carried 
out towards energy control function f3(x): 

 This function takes the input of distance dist, length of 
data PL, and domain member cm. The proposed system 
considers domain-based communication where the 
domain represents a group of similar IoT devices. Each 
domain consists of two categories of nodes, i.e., domain 
member cm and core node ncore. The elementary 
information is captured by domain member cm and is 
then routed to core node ncore while the core node ncore 
forwards all the data collected to the gateway node. The 
proposed model implements a standard energy 
computation of hierarchical communication scheme 
[39] for computing transmittance energy. 

 The energy model used in this part of the 
implementation emphasizes the distance attribute. The 
core idea is to ensure that the distance between two 
communicating nodes is kept as minimal as possible. A 
higher distance will eventually lead to excessive energy 
drainage. Hence, a greedy approach is applied to ensure 
that nodes with minimum distance criteria perform data 
transmission to the gateway node. 

 While performing the energy computation, the energy 
control function f3(x) considers practical energy factors, 
e.g.,Energy required for antenna to carry out 
transmission within an IoT device, Energy required to 
amplify the signal, length of data to be transmitted, and 
distance. Further, the function initializes the Energy 
required to transmit validation token vtok. This operation 
can be carried out for both active and passive modes of 
validation. 

 The active mode of validation is when the validation is 
required instantaneously by the user, while the passive 
mode of validation is when the validation of the 
security token can be done later. The difference is that 
an active mode of validation is carried out before the 
data is transmitted, while a passive mode of validation 
is carried out when the data starts receiving at different 
network elements in an IoT environment. The active 
mode of validation can be carried out in case of a 
known attack, while the passive validation model can 
be carried out if the attacker strategy is unknown to the 
user. In both cases, safety is ensured. Therefore, the 
total energy consumption will bea summation of Energy 
required in performing either mode of validation of vtok. 

After the cumulative energy E is computed, the proposed 
system performs a reduction of Energy. This is carried out by 
obtaining the appropriate Energy obtained by subtracting the 
total Energy of the core IoT device with allocated transmitted 
Energy (Line-9). Unlike any existing energy modelling, the 
novelty factor is thatthe proposed system does not allocate 

static Energy, but it computes the exact necessary Energy and 
allocates it after performing the encryption steps. The next 
section discusses the discussion followed by results evaluation. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

At present, there are scattered and multi-variants forms of 
security approaches to ensure that accessibility towards the IoT 
device is always carried out in secured manner. There are 
reported claims of benefits observed in existing approaches too 
in this regards on the basis of reviews carried out in Section II. 
However, a closer look into the review of literature shows that 
there is no potential connectivity among the existing 
techniques, which will mean that hybridization of multiple 
techniques are extremely challenging with existing approaches. 
The prime reason behind this is the dependencies of research 
environment, specification of implementation, and applicability 
are highly narrowed scope. Hence, there is no scope of 
integrating conventional security approaches towards assessing 
the legitimacy of the devices. This calls for evolution of the 
novel idea presented in this paper, where the idea is to address 
the identified research problem / limitation outlined in 
Section III. 

A closer look into existing approaches shows that they are 
yet not much supportive of decentralized environment. This 
problem is directly addressed by implementing a key 
generation approach discussed in Section V considering 
completely distributed communication among IoT nodes in the 
form of cluster. Unlike any conventional IoT system, where 
there are only two roles of nodes i.e. IoT node and IoT gateway 
node, the proposed system offers two more distinct roles i.e. 
member node and core node, which is designed from the 
operational features of sensor network in IoT environment. The 
benefit of this scheme will be i) highly supported of 
decentralized environment considering local and global IoT 
system, ii) highly structured communication among different 
roles of device nodes and IoT gateway node, iii) conservation 
of energy due to structured communication system. Apart from 
this, the security strength of proposed system is further 
leveraged by inclusion of validation token which ensures the 
legitimacy of the node to participate in data communication 
process.Another interesting contribution of proposed 
methodology that separates it from existing approaches are its 
formulation of validation technique and all its attributes 
involved in it. Majority of the attributes used in the formulation 
of algorithm discussed in Section V i.e. distance, nodes, master 
key, message, encryption attribute, etc. are readily available 
from neighborhood node or hop table. No extensive 
computation is required to assess the validation token except 
few conditional checks being carried out. This significant 
reduces the computational burden and make the system highly 
scalable in peak traffic load in IoT for secure validation. Result 
evaluation is discussed next. 

VII. EVALUATION 

This section illustrates the outcome obtained by 
implementing the secured validation in IoT. It is to be noted 
that the proposed system introduces a flexible validation 
scheme contributing towards secure communication in IoT. 
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A. Simulation Parameters 

The proposed system is scripted in MATLAB on a regular 
64-bit machine with a Core i5 processor. The study is 
evaluated considering 100-500 IoT devices deployed in an 
arbitrary position in a simulation area of 1000 x 1000 m2 
considering the variable location of the gateway node. The 
initialized Energy of IoT nodes is considered 10 Joule with a 
5% probability score for a member IoT node to become the 
core access node in IoT. The proposed study also consider 
variable energy attributes, e.g., theEnergy utilized for data 
transmission by IoT nodes as 5nj/bits, Energy required to 
amplify signals by wireless IoT nodes as 100 pJ/bit for every 
squared meter of simulation area,Energy utilized for generating 
and assessing validation token as 80 μJ/validation tokens, 
Energy required for assessing validation token in active mode 
as 13μJ/validation tokens, Energy required for assessing 
validation token in passive mode as 5μJ/validation tokens, the 
size of the data packet is 1000 bytes. The consideration of the 
values has been considered according to the standard ranges 
observed from existing literature and standard secured 
hierarchical protocols. 

B. Simulation Environment 

The first step of the implementation is to deploy a 
generalized IoT environment consisting of member IoT 
devices, core IoT devices, and a gateway node. A domain-
specific communication is carried out where the member IoT 
nodes forward the data to core IoT nodes which further 
aggregates the data and forward it to either gateway node 
directly or forward to its nearest neighboring core node. The 
direct transmission to the gateway node is carried out if the 
distance between the core node and gateway resides in the 
proximity of each other. Otherwise, multi-hop transmission is 
carried out via other core nodes to the gateway node.  
Assuming the presence of attackers, the analysis is carried out 
as the proposed system is designed to resist any form of key-
based and routing intrusion associated with identity-based theft 
attacks in the IoT environment. The communication is 
permitted to continue for 7000 simulation rounds till all the IoT 
nodes are depleted of their Energy. 

C. Performance Evaluation 

For an effective benchmarking system, the proposed system 
consider the existing system of the secured hierarchical 
protocol [39], which acts as baseline security of IoT device. 
The prime justification of adopting this existing system for 
benchmarking is as follows: i) sensors and actuators are an 
integral part of an IoT environment in the form of IoT devices 
compliant with security protocols applied for sensory 
application. Hence, secure hierarchical protocols [39] offer a 
balance between security and energy efficiency, which suits the 
proposed objectives too, ii) it offers a standard mathematical 
formulation to compute Energy considering various 
energyattributes. In order to facilitate equivalent testbeds, 
similar energy parameters are also selected to carry out the 
proposed implementation. This will offer a fair outcome in a 
similar test environment for both proposed and existing 

systems. For more granular analysis, the proposed system is 
assessed for both its active and passive state of verification of 
validation tokens. The performance parameters selected for the 
analysis are rounds required to complete validation, number of 
sustained nodes, delay, throughput, resource, fluctuation, and 
overall energy depletion. 

D. Impact of the Proposed System on Transmission 

This section discusses the simulation outcome involved for 
each performance parameter. 

1) Validation round: The first performance parameter to 

assess is validation rounds, computed by observing the total 

number of rounds required for both proposed and existing 

systems to complete the validation. 

Fig. 2 highlights the simulated outcome of observed 
validation rounds where the proposed system is observed to 
found lesser validation rounds thanthe existing system. The 
proposed system with passive state Prop(P) is found to occupy 
less validation time than that of active state Prop(A). The prime 
reason behind this validation inactive state includes end-to-end 
node validation, which is not in the case of the passive state. 
On the other hand, existing Secured Hierarchical protocol 
Exist(SecHier) carry out iterative validation till all the IoT node 
depletes its complete Energy. Hence, the existing approach is 
found to offer more validation time compared to the existing 
system. 

2) Number of sustained nodes: Basically, sustained nodes 

will mean the number of IoT devices found to possess specific 

cut-off Energy. A sample analysis has been carried out for 100 

IoT devices, and the outcome is found to be precisely similar 

even if the number of nodes is increased. While the simulation 

is carried out, observed values for several nodes with optimal 

residual Energy are obtained to achieve the graphical outcome 

stated in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. Comparative Analysis of Validation Rounds. 
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Fig. 3. Comparative Analysis of Number of Sustained Node. 

According to the trend of curves in Fig. 3, both the version 
of the proposed system offers more sustained nodes for 
increasing rounds of simulation in contrast to the existing 
scheme. The existing scheme lets all the IoT devices perform 
secured data transmission using a conventional public 
encryption scheme. This will demand more memory 
dependencies toward each IoT node, which results in a more 
saturated state of a gradually increasing number of IoT devices, 
which results in faster drainage of Energy; hence, existing 
system collapse even before completion of 50% of simulation 
rounds. On the other hand, the proposed scheme with a passive 
state offers more sustainability, but due to not considering end-
to-end node validation, each node must be finalized 100% of 
validation. However, the proposed scheme with active mode 
has a memory sharing feature that lets all nodes perform 100% 
of validation simultaneously compared to an existing system 
with a passive state. Hence, the passive state is ideal for 
medium-scale deployment, while the active scale is ideal for 
large-scale deployment of IoT. 

3) Delay: The proposed system considers end-to-end 

delay, which is consumed time for transmitting the packet from 

transmitting IoT device in one domain to the gateway node 

inclusive of all the relay nodes within it. Delay is one of the 

essential parameters to judge the possibility of various attacks 

(e.g., flooding-type attacks, man-in-middle attacks). Delay is 

an eventual part of large-scale IoT communicationdue to 

various intrinsic and extrinsic factors in IoT. The intrinsic 

factors will be the data packet size, the number of available IoT 

devices, the distance between two transmission points, and the 

job saturation state of each relay node. The extrinsic factor will 

be interference caused by communication, densityof IoT nodes, 

battery life of each node, queuing process adopted, etc. An 

effective security logic should optimize the delay performance 

so that with an effective delay score, the transmission of the 

packet could be carried out securely and for the more extended 

extensible period of data transmission between IoT nodes and 

gateway nodes. 

 

Fig. 4. Comparative Analysis of Delay. 

Fig. 4 highlights the simulated outcome of delay. A closer 
look into this outcome will show that the proposed system 
offers extensible delay performance, which permits data 
transmission till maximum simulation rounds, unlike existing 
approaches. The justification of this outcome is similar to that 
of the number of sustainable nodes. 

4) Throughput: This performance parameter is computed 

as the number of arrived packets from transmitting nodes to the 

actual destination node with the inclusion of all relay nodes. 

An effective security protocol should offer better throughput 

performance to ensure that its security scheme does not hamper 

the data transmission performance. 

Fig. 5 exhibits that the proposed system offers better 
throughput performance compared to the existing scheme. The 
prime reason is that the existing scheme doesn't offer 
sustainable nodes to carry out data transmission, whereas the 
proposed scheme offers more sustainable nodes, resulting in 
better throughput performance. The idea is to balance Energy, 
data transmission, and internal security operation at the same 
time. 

 

Fig. 5. Comparative Analysis of Throughput. 
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5) Resource fluctuation: An efficient security protocol 

should offer consistent resource utilization to retain more IoT 

nodes to carry out secure transmission. 

However, resource demands can fluctuate depending on the 
random allocation of the data packet and the different 
dynamics present within the IoT environment. The standard 
variance parameter computes this parameter in statistics 
associated with transmittance energy. Fig. 6 highlights that the 
proposed system offers slightly more resource fluctuation (5-
10%) thanthe existing approach. The contribution of this 
scheme is that although it offers little more resource 
fluctuation, it still manages to use maximum IoT nodes till the 
end of the simulation, whereas the existing scheme fails to do 
so. Hence, although the existing scheme offers lesser resource 
fluctuation, it can still not be deployed over a large-scale 
application in IoT. 

6) Energy depletion: The proposed system makes use of 

expression used in its algorithm to compute the Energy. The 

outcome of Fig. 7 highlights better energy retention of the 

proposed system over more simulation rounds. 

E. Impact of Proposed System on Security 

The proposed algorithm offers a significant level of 
security in IoT. The lightweight cryptographic operation 
carried out in the proposed system offers better confidentiality 
as well as data integrity. On the other hand, the usage of 
validation tokens can ensure the better form of non-repudiation 
and authenticity factor associated with transmission in large-
scale deployment in IoT. The security analysis towards 
different variants of attacks in IoT are briefed as follows: 

 Resilience towards passive form of intrusion: The 
encryption method used in the proposed system benefits 
the system due to performing computation over a 
ciphered packet with non-dependencies towards 
performing initial decryption. This operation result 
leads to encrypted data, which, when subjected to 
decryption, will lead to a unique identical outcome. 
Hence, it can be used to preserve privacy for the 
computation and outsourced storage in the data center. 
The significant beneficial factor of the proposed system 
is that IoT nodes perform encryption and forward the 
data to a gateway that further forwards it to the 
datacenter, encrypting it. Therefore, any form of the 
passive intruder will notcompromise the transmitted 
data without possessing the decrypted key, which is 
further computed and not stored in any device. 

 Resilience towards active form of intrusion: In most 
such attacks, the target victim will be the core IoT node 
as the relay node due to the restricted operation by the 
member IoT devices in a domain-based communication 
system. As the intruder will not have possession of a 
legitimate validation token in order to perform 
concatenation with the beacon to be broadcasted in a 
wireless environment by IoT nodes, it will be 
impossible for an intruder to act as a gateway node or 
even the core IoT node in order to launch an attack. 
Hence, any possibility of identity-based theft is not 
possible by an attacker while it offers higher resistance 

towards selective forwarding attack and sinkhole attack 
in IoT, which the existing protocols cannot stop. 
Further, along with the usage of validation tokens and 
memory sharing among the IoT nodes, the proposed 
system also offers protection against flooding attacks. 

 Resilience to device compromise intrusion: In case of 
device compromise intrusion, the victim IoT device acts 
usually but will carry out malicious intention towards 
each transmission and data processing activity. 
Assuming that a victim node acts as a member node or 
relay node, there are still requirements under a 
validation check by generating a secret key. It is 
unlikely that the victim node will generate the secret 
key obeying the proposed protocol, and hence the secret 
key generation before encryption by the victim node 
will eventually fail to comply. This will itself stop all 
communication with the victim node and updatethe 
trust value of the victim node. Hence, even if the victim 
node is present inside the network, they will never 
participate in any data processing or data transmission 
in IoT. Dependency on multiple parameters will also 
stop the victim node from carrying out this 
computation. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparative Analysis of Resource Fluctuation. 

 

Fig. 7. Comparative Analysis of Energy Depletion. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

IoT security has been a critical concern forthe past few 
years, which has not yet met with an effective solution. The 
existing solution is based on predefined knowledge of the 
attacker to circumvent the defined threats. Such a scheme is not 
capable to even identify the attacker when they alter their 
strategy. Hence, this paper offers a solution by presenting a 
secure validation technique thatidentifies the malicious 
intention of an IoT device and protects the data. It should be 
noted that proposed system is assessed over a formulated IoT 
environment scripted in MATLAB where data packets are 
programmatically generated based on arbitrary traffic load in 
order to map with practical world use-cases. Hence, the 
proposed system is applicable for any form of data or traffic 
environment over IoT, which increases the scope of 
implementation. This is one significant novelty factor unlike 
existing systems which mainly uses data traces. Apart from 
this, another novelty of proposed system is introduction of 
roles of IoT device to understand the demands of security and 
communication system over decentralized environment unlike 
existing approaches. The inclusion of local and global IoT will 
also contribute to novelty factor of proposed system. 

Following are the contribution/novelty of the proposed 
system, viz. 

 The proposed system introduces a secure validation that 
is capable of performing in both active and passive 
states of communication in IoT. 

 The proposed system performs validation of the 
encrypted data by applying validation token along with 
the packets, further followed by secret keys in order to 
offer more layers of security. 

 The proposed system does not make use of any complex 
or sophisticated encryption operation, and hence it is 
capable of conserving maximized sustainable IoT 
devices for a longer time. 

 A unique energy computation is carried out in proposed 
system which ensures allocated of appropriate Energy 
required for transmitting encrypted data to the gateway 
node, unlike any existing techniques where static 
Energy is allocated every time in data transmission. 
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